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Goal-oriented team has depth, experience
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Asbestos remains in 21 campus buildings
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Only three of 24 campus building, identified
in a report last year as having critical asbestos
contamination have been cleaned up.
Cleanup was completed on the Engineering
Building and Wahlquist Library over the summer.
and work is just about completed on the Old Science Building, said Stan Vaughn, SJSU building
trades coordinator.
No future cleanup projects are scheduled because contractor bids were much higher than expected. he said.
An October 1985 study, conducted throughout the CSI) system, identified 24 SJSU buildings
requiring either immediate cleanup or attention

UPD finds
explosives
on campus

See related story, page 6
’thin one year
The report estimated cleanup costs for the 24
buildings at $444.9(81. Vaughn said that $710.512 has already been spent on cleanup projects at
SJSU. and there are no additional funds available.
"Because contractor bids CAM: in so much
higher than we expected, we have not been able to
secure funding for additional cleanup projects:’
he said.
"My understanding from the chancellor’s
office is that San Jose State has top priority:* he
said. "hut we have ill get funding from California
State University trustees and the state Legislature
before any i,!, . leanup can he done

Hie report couiipiled by a SU! %C) ICal II 110/II
Baker Consultants in Los Angeles. covered the ’ .
. I would like
entire CSI) system It ranked buildings in seven
categories by the degree of asbestos contami- cleanup done all in one day, but
nation they contained. Category seven buildings.
of which SJSU had seven, required immediate at- the . . . money isn’t always
tention, and buildings in category six. in which
SJSU had 17. required attention within one year.
Vaughn said the cleanup projects were choRon Montgomery,
sen by iniportance to the university, rather than by
SJSU environmental
how they were ranked in the report. De said
health and safety officer
Walhnuist Library and the Old Science Building.
both in category six. were chosen ahead of most
The Engineering Building (category seven)
category seven buildings because they are scheduled to undergo extensive remodeling in the near is scheduled for demolition and had to be cleaned
up before destruction of the building, he said De future

Wrestling back
after fund drive

Bubbling forth

Budget smaller than last year’s
but season looks good, coaches say

By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Explosives and live ammunition
found by university police in a campus
bike locker led to the arrest Friday of a
suspect whose name was not released.

By Anthony (’. Perez
Daily staff writer
The SJSU wrestling program was
officially reinstated last month following
a successful fund-raising campaign netting over $31.000 in cash pledges for the
upcoming season.
The irogrant vies reinstated July 23
after it mel the terms set by SJSU President Gail Fullerton. who suspended the
program on April 8 because of a large
deficit in last year’s Men’s Intercollegiate Athletics budget.
The wrestling department submitted
a plan calling for a S31,018) budget. The
team was allotted $54.000 in 1985-86.
Cuts in the budget included reducing the
number of scholarships available to two
and eliminating some travel dates, including one to Utah.

Spartan Shops officials and university police found 120 rounds of 35 -mm
practice projectiles and six 40-mm grenade flares in a bike locker beside the
Seventh Street Parking Garage. Police
Chief Lew Schatz said.
They were looking through lockers
Thursday as part of normal routine before the start of the semester. Schatz
said.
The San Jose Police Department’s
Nnith disposal unit was called in to remove the ammunition. UPD Sergeant Ed
Anderson said.
The Santa Clara County district attorney questioned the suspect Friday.
and charges had not yet been filed.
he rounds appear to he the type
used in military practice games." Schatz
said.

Officials involved with the team
said despite the past problems and a reduced budget, the wrestling program will
he a strong one
"The program is very similar to last
year’s." head coach Dan Kida said.
"We’re not going to Utah this year. but 1
don’t think that is going to hurt the program.
"We’ll basically wrestle everyone
we did last ycar.
Rich Chew, associate director of
men’s athletics, said he felt wrestling
was one SJSU sport that had tithe kept.
"We (S-MU) are in a hotbed of high
school wrestling," Chew said. "The
high school programs here in San Jose
deserve to have the university provide a
program for their kids...
Chew added that wrestling was an
activity in which a large portion of the
Hispanic community participates in, and
that it is necessary’ to provide a program

The grenade flares could possibly
kill someone were they to go off in
someone’s hands," Schatz said.
Campus bike lockers are only available to students, faculty or staff, said
John Carrots. Spartan Shops vending
manager.
The ammunition is being stored at
the San Jose Police Department until the
investigation is complete. Rich Gurley,
S.J.P.D. bomb disposal investigator
said, lie said it is not uncommon to get
calls to pick up ammunition.
"We get calls all the time, usually
about World War II or Korean War
materials. Sometimes someone dies or
moves and leaves behind things they
saved from the war.’’ Gurley said.
After cases are closed, the materials
are either turned over to the military or
burned by the disposal unit. Gurley said.
He said they usually do this about once a
month
Possession of an explosive device in
or near any public place such as a school
is a felony offense, and is punishable by
imprisonment in state prison for a period
of two, four, or six years. according to
the penal code.
Possession of ammunition designed
to penetrate metal or armour is a public
offense and carries a one-year sentence
and/or a $5,000 fine. To transport such
ammunition is a felony, according to the
penal code.
In the spring of 1985, Royce Hall
Residence Hall Director Will Koehn was
arrested for possession of firearms, gun
silencers, bomb materials and drugs after
a search of his Royce Hall apartment.

Dear readers,
The Spartan Daily
everyone
welcomes
back to a new year.
You can pick up
the Daily every other
day until Sept. 3, when
we resume our regular
publication schedule.
Maria J. Gunter
Editor

molition without cleanup would release hazardous
asbestos fibers into the air, he said
The board of trustees for the university sys.
tent is columned to eradicating the asbestos prob.
lem on all 19 campuses, said Lou Messner. CSI)
assistant vice chancellor of budget planning.
Funding must be secured from the state, and although the cooperation is there, it takes time to
actually receive the money, he said.
"The state is responding well to the need to
take care of the overall asbestos problem." he
said. "We do have support from both the Legislature and the governor."
Ron Montgomery, SJSU environmental
continued on page Id

for that segment of the community.
Although Chew. Kida and assistant
wrestling coach Andy Tsames agree that
the suspension hurt the program -- especially in recruiting athletes, they are optimktic about the 1986-87 season. The
team hopes to better last year’s record of
2- I I -1.
Due to the reduced budget, the
coaches are concentrating on recruiting
athletes front within the SJSU area.
"There are quality athletes in the
area that want to stay in the area to complete and fulfill their higher learning."
Kida said. " We are resfutting within the
area because that way we can keep our
costs down. ’
Aside from the 531.000 that was
raised, the program also will receive
$10.000 from an allotment of 5270E810
given to Instructionally Related Activities by the Associated Students.
Kida said that if he can rely on the
money from the A.S. on a yearly basis,
the program will survive. He said he’s
tried to keep costs down by volunteering
his services as coach this year. Kida has
taken a job in the electronics industry.
His assistant. Tsarnes, is being paid
approximately $6,1410, which was
raised.
The coaches said they did not feel
the pressure to win, although they agreed
that they needed to generate more community support and keep the donations
from the private sector coming.
’The key issue is staying financially sound and getting support from the
community.’’ Kida said. " If we’re niaking money and bringing people in,
there’s no reason to cut the program.
"Winning is nice . . . hut it is not
the bottom line; the bottom line is dollars.

Spartan Shops gives
surplus to athletics
Ken Lam

Daily staff photographer

Teresa Nacorda, a junior majoring in industrial arts, gram Adjustment Day. Dressedlike’ a clown. Nowblows bubbles outside the Women’s Gym during Pro- cords promoted the Campus NI inisiry .

Computer directories
advise campus visitors
By Janell Hall
Daily ate water
New students and tacuity will have
an easier time finding campus information thanks to a computer system placed
in several locations.
Teleguidc public -access computer
terminals were installed on campus during the summer to provide vital information about SJSU and the surrounding
community.
These tzrminals provide maps of the
campus. registration information and a
calendar of ..ampus events, with the use
of colorful gral’hic:i. They also include
an extensive guide to the Bay Area’s
main attractions. A detailed map of San
Francisco and other Bay Area locations,

a theater and restaurant guide and a directory of every major shopping center in
the area are provided.
There are five Teleguide terminals,
located in the Student Union, Clark I.ihrary and in the breezeway between the
Men’s Gym side of Spartan Complex.
About a year and a half ago. Chronicle Videotex. Inc. representatives approached the university about installing
terminals on campus, said Dick Staley,
SJSU director of news and publication
services.
"As far as I know. SJSU is the first
four-year college involved in this process," Staley said, adding it can showcase MU.
continued on page b

Print shop
replaces
ski rentals
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
A tentative lease agreement
between Spartan Shops and the Associated Students will allow the
A.S. to use the old Earth Toys
space to expand its print shop.
The A S. has a print shop in
the Student Union, but plans to
open another shop where it will be
more visible. A.S. President Tom
Boothe said.
The new shop will provide
regular copy services and self -wry
continued on page 10

But under the new plan adopted by
the board, $107,981 of the money will
go to men’s athletics.
The $41,624 balance will come
from additional surplus revenues originally designated for two campus funds
controlled by SJSU president Gail Fullerton and Spartan Shops.
The money, which comes from sur"This donation will be a one-time
plus revenue generated during the 1985only gift to the Men’s Athletic Depart86 fiscal year. was originally to be allo- ment. and we still expect to provide
cated to the Student Union Recreation those funds for the Rec Center in the fu’
and Events Center and other campus
lure." /ant said.
funds.
"’fire intent (of the original allocaThe Men’s Athletic Department tion plan) was to fund the Rec Center.
will he operating with a deficit for the hut they don’t need the money right
second year in a row.
now,- said Sauer, who was responsible
Of the $149.605. $20,000 will be for finding a way to coy er the deficit.
put in an emergency fund in case some
According to Sauer. $164,213 of
revenues don’t come in,said Connie
Sauer, associate executive vice president past Spartan Shops surplus funds have
already been allocated to pay for the
of business affairs.
$275,237 add-on package, but the
The IVA of thz money will he used money won’t he needed until 1988. She
to cover projected losses for the 1911647 said because only $107.981 of the origischool year.
nal $145,686 will go to the donation.
According to an allocation schedule $37.705 will still go to the lice Center.
adopted by Spartan Shops in 1985,
In addition, Sauer said, if the
8145,686 of the $240,447 surplus would
fund is not used by
have paid for an add-on package for the $20,000 emergency
it will go to the Roc
Roe Center, said EA %ant. Spartan Shops the men’s athletics,
Center.
general manager.
The donation will not be a preceThe package includes a masonry dent, Sauer said.
addilighting
pool.
around
the
fence
"Onviously. some policy decisions
tions, exterior planters and acoustical
continued on pep 6
treatment for the arena.

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops Board of Directors voted Tuesday to give $149,605 of
surplus funds to the SJSU Men’s Athletic
Department to cover a projected deficit
i. the 1986-87 budget.
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Editors’ Extra
Press pass doesn’t provide immunity from compassion
Journalists. Hard of heart, nose
and head, according to many
people
They worship bylines and headlines, clambering Oyer peoples feelings and lives to make it to the top.
"It’s the press,’ the secretary
whispers, her hand covering the
phone. "Should I say you’re not in’!"
The pesticide industry executive
ponders for a moment, then winks
and says. "I’m gone for the day. "
After the secretary hangs up the
receiver, the boss says, "Doesn’t
matter anyway. Those damn scribblers will put whatever they want.
Across town, a man lies on the
ground, groaning in agony, his life’s
blood forming in pools on the gravel
His wife, uninjured by the now dead sniper, stands nearby, screaming at reporters to stand hack.
In the state capital, a defeated
politician sits in his office, wandering
the path !tithe polls over and over
again in his mind, while a reporter
conducts an interview. The newsman
asks questions that seem to imply the
politician’s very hopes and dreams
belong in another era.
In each situation the reporter
seemed an enemy or an intruder to
the people involved. It’s not surprising.
Journalists pnwl, probe and pry
tor a living. They are salaried tellers
of tales, hut unfortunately, much
news is unhappy, and those stories
often hurt the subjects.
llowecr, journalists also feel
had when 1154 must ask the hard
questions of the injured, the bereaved
and the defeated.
Reporters see more than most
human beings’ share of certain
things mangled cars and airplanes.

Maria J.
Gunter
drowned children, young ambition
slain by the assassin’s bullet, to name
hut a few.
At such scenes, journalists often
wear their hearts on their sleeves.
Tear-stained notes mark the print
newsman’s feelings, while a radio announcer on the scene may sound his
concern via a husky voice during the
newscast
Compassion and empathy do not
forestall the iournalist’s duty torecord current events fur all to know.
Reporters must provide readers the
history of today so they’ll he aware cf
what’s going on in the world, hut also
so they can share the feelings of othCrS.
Knowing what anoth4 mother
feels likc, whether she’s two states or
two continents away, helps to foster
an understanding of other peoples,
0% er a child’s recovwhether it’s
ery from illness or shared sorrow in
the child’s death

When a tot drowns in a hack
yard pool, it’s rough to ask the parents how king they left the boy or girl
alone, why there was no enclosure
around the swimming area and
whether the child knew how to SWNII
But, it has to he done. It is news.
and it may well prevent another
drowning by alerting other parents to
the dangers involved when toddlers
and water mix.
Less tragic hut still difficult circumstances also present challenges
for reporters, who serve as the public’s representati%e in places the
public cannot or does not go.
When something’s amiss,
whether in city hall. student government or the church business office,
journalists serve as surrogate eyes
and ears for othei iii
Ifs a professional and sic duly
to study the situation and report on it.
no matter how reticent officials are to
discuss the matter, and reticent is a
true understatement.
To go where few ever go. to re
port the facts and to keep one’s ...ilia
that’s the duty of all reporters,.1nd
s one few would willingly relinquish, despite the lousy pay, fierce
conipetition and ulcer-producing environment.
There’s no better feeling than 10
find out and expose fraud, to tell a
story of smile -invoking good times in
to write of a life well lived. It makes
up by far, for the sleepless election
nights and ambulance chasing
Maria .J. Gunter is the Rung ho editor of the Spartan Daily.
Editors’ Extra is an open forum for
editors N hi) will appear on a
rotating basis on Tuesdays anti
Thursdas.
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The Sport, iii Daily encourages readers to write
letters. This is 14 page that gives you an opportunity to air
your views on important issues.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class standing. Anonymous letters and
phone numbers will not be printed.
Deliver them to the second floor of Dwight Bentel
Hall, Room 208, or to the Student Union Information
Center.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit all
letters fin’ libel and length.
Opinions appearing on the forum page are those of
the individual writer.
Editorials appearing on this page are the opinions
of the edinirial board of the Dad’s’.

English-only measure would undermine state heritage
Defeat of Proposition 63 is crucial hci. Anse CalitOmia’s
Hispanic heritage is so deeply rooted. If certain politicians and
..ful here,
lobbyists see that the English-only campaign is s
the rest ot the country will not be safe from a nationwide
movement.
Proposition 63 is the initiative that would make English
the state’s official language. It is sponsored by California English Campaign, which is part of U.S. English. the nationwide
campaign.
Supporters of the measure claim the goal is to unite Californians through a common language, but their argument
doesn’t make sense.
los AnCalifornia is a bilingual state The maior cities
all have Spanish
geles. San Francisco. San Diego. San Jose
names and all have large Hispanic populations
The original state Constitution was written in both English
and Spanish. If we declare one of the languages "unofficial."
disunity, rather than unity, will he the result.
Stanley Diamond, statewide chairman of the support
group, accuses Hispanic political and educational leaders of
trying to establish a bicultural state.
California has been a bicultural state since the Gold Rush
of 1849. Our state was originally established by Spanish missionaries who founded the major cultural centers. The missions
they left behind are our the state’s proudest monuments.
Passage of Pmposition 63 would threaten bilingual education, and the results could he tragic.

Andy
Bird
Many Hispanic children have poor English skills when
they’ enter elementary school because it is not spoken in the
home. If we cut these children off from a fair chance it, receive
a full education, the rift between cultures will widen, and society will pay for it in the future
Our goal should he to teach Hispanic children English so
they can furetion in society, hut they should not he forced to
give up their heritage. We need to promote communication and
understanding between cultures, not create distrust and animosity.
Proponents of the measure argue that we have to re-establish the principles this nation was founded on.
They say we have to return to the "American way.- but
the "American way- was created by a melting pot of foreign

In Quintessence

Letter Policy

cultures. Yet this phrase is popular among groups that are desperately trying to break our nation away from any kind of out.aile cultural identity.
Because of our status and affluence, we ass nation tend to
put ourselves on a pedestal and expect the rest of the world and
its cultures to revolve around us.
The goal of the nationwide organinition is to amend the
U.S. Constitution to declare English the official language of
the United States. It is not necessary.
Western Europe has a commonwealth economy and society. Europeans make an effort to learn the languages of
neighboring nations, because it is vital for communication between many different cultures.
So it is important that we do not turn our hacks on subcultures within our own society.
In California it is especially important that we don’t get
caught up in this new wave of nationalism. The Hispanic culture is part of what makes this state so great.
CaliforniRecently, a group opposing the proposition
ans United -Committee Against Proposition 63 formed.
however it has no statewide coordinator, volunteer list and
most importantly, no budget.
Fortunately. Californians United has an impressive list of
supporters that includes state Attorney General John Van dc
Kamp and Assembly Speaker Willie Brown.
However, it will require more than big names to defeat
this measure California voters will be the key.

ieN
t

Craig
Quintana
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Ferry tale
Remienr% or I. errVAhat e. a sit:id! iii MI the ,hart
,./ Lake Michigan, 35 miles. west of Grand Rapids, voted
lost week on it proposal to replace the 101,71.S current
name. Residents sav they’ve token enough abuse over the
years.
News Item
There’s trouble in the city sit Ferrysburg: its name
Tumultuous times have hit this tiny town of 2,5(0.
Exasperated by the jokes, snickers and innuendoes
accompanying years of abuse, residents are taking the
only sensible action
picking a new name.
Ferrysburg Mayor Leon Stille said the movement
was spawned by negative connotations attached to the
word ’’fairy,’’ a derogatory slang word for a homoscsual.
’When someone says. ’i’m from Ferrysburg,’ ii
causes chuckles,’’ Stille confided. However, he said.
"Some people even refer to the mayor and council as the
leading fairies.
"It does become an irritant."
I het. Pride is a fragile thing under the best circumstances, let alone contending with a town name considered ivory in manly circles.
Perhaps the most severe blow to Fcrrysburg civic
pride, at least the one citizens remember best, came in a
19141 quip by comedian Bob Hope.
While in Grand Rapids at gala opening festivities for
the Gerald R. Ford Museum Is humorous occasion in itself). Hope cracked that Grand Rapids "is the only place
in America where you can be halfway between Ferrysburg and Fruitpon," another community with wounded
pride.
Enough, said the residents last Monday.
In an advisory vote, they picked -a name proposal
from three choices. Of the 308 who voted, 109 picked
West Spring Lake over Ottawa Point and Lake Hills.
Twenty-five had to write in Ferrysburg because officials
omitted this choice from the ballot, An oversight, no
doubt.
In November, the names Ferrysburg and West
Spring Lake will go head to head.
Not everyone has jumped onto the new -name bandwagon. The traditionalists contend there is nothing wrong
with Ferrysburg, a name commemorating brothers who
mapped the area in 1857.
"I think it (Ferrysburg) has historical value," said
Nancy Edelmayer, a t6-year resident. "I just don’t want
it changed."
And just why should they change it’?
Isn’t the reason behind the change just a hit homophobic’? After all. San Francisco hasn’t changed it’s name
despite all the ribbing.
With a question of this import, however, there’s
little doubt that eyes throughout the world will be focused
on Ferrysburg. It’s a momentous event, transcending the
confines of the city limits.
But frankly, Ferrysburg’s only claim to fame was its
outrageous name. Aside from that, there seems lobe little
to talk about there. Officials on the New Image Committee, while professing outrage at the slanders, admit that a
name change is also consistent with plans to upgrade the
town’s image.
That’s gonna backfire. Because of the name furor,
the insignificant town was actually noticed from time to
time. West Spring Lake, while sounding serene, probably won’t get the media splash that Ferryshurg has.
’That’s too bad, for them
At least with insults, somebody noticed.
Craig Quintana is an assistant city editor who
would deny living in or visiting Ferrysburg. In Quintessence will appear every Monday.
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Defense contractors anticipated
Reagan’s ’Star Wars’ speech
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Three
years before President Reagan startled
the nation with his Star Wars dream of
basing nuclear missile defenses in space,
the Boeing Co. created a special office to
line up ballistic missile defense contracts
that experts predicted were on the way.
"We got an early start," said Mike
Gamble, who became strategic defense
coordinator for Boeing in 1980. At the
time, the company had several dozen
contracts with the Pentagon on projects
that were later consolidated under the
Strategic Defense Initiative, as Star Wars
is formally known.
"In 1980, there was a perception
here that some of the emerging technologies could he used for ballistic missile
defense," Gamble said.
The situation was much the same at

Hughes Aircraft. lawkheed. McDonnell
Douglas and Rockwell International.
companies which are among the top 20
Pentagon contractors and the top 10
doing Star Wars business.
Despite the conventional w isdom
among many politicians and scientists
that strategic defenses were impractical
because they could be overwhelmed hy
offensive weapons, the perception was
growing among the weapons laboratories
and defense contractors that ballistic
missile defense was becoming technologically possible.
Thus when Reagan surprised most
of the world with his March 23. 1983,
speech calling for Star Wars research.
the big defense contractors already had
their engines running

"Suddenly . the contractors found
themsels es drenched in dollars:. said

Joseph Campbell, an analyst with Paine
Webber in New York.
Astronomer Carl Sagan. a Star
Wars opponent. argued at a recent Washington debate that Pentagon spending Oil
Strategic* Detellse IS creating "a steamroller effect in the weapons indincti
ss Inch inay force a later achnimsttation to
a deploy the sy stems inn sn nch Reagan
ordered research
"If you A ale a trillion dollars at the
S defense eornmumiv
are going
to produce a juggernaut that will he sery
oil
thilicult to turn
no nutter tuns strong
the technical es islence against it is. and it
is :dreads
producing
a
tceding
among contractors. Sagan told
Iren/v
the Amen. an Astionauti..ilSouctv

Spirits move California lawmakers
sAckArviENTo (API --

The As-

Republican leader thought he
saw some "ghosts," hut one of the
"ghosts" turned out to be hint.
"Ghost -voting" is what legislators
call the pushing of a voting button of an
absent lawmaker by a colleague.
During long floor sessions, lawmakers frequently leave for telephone
calls, office meetings and the like.
The Assembly rulcs don’t allow
ghost voting when a legislator is not in
the chambers. Hui, toward the end of a
long session, it sometimes is done with
almost tacit agreement of both panics.
sembly

Minority Leader Patrick Nolan. k
Glendale. rose Thursday and said he did
not see many 13entocrats on the floor.
while their votes were being recorded
Speaker Willie Brown. 1)-San Francisco.

asked

for

specific

examples.

Nolan named two, hut both acre at the
front of the chambers
Then some Iktnocruts noticed that
Assemblyman Robert Nay kir. It Menlo
Park, had been voted when he %Sas not
present. His vote was rettiosed
Nolan tried again "Where is Mr
Clute’?" he demanded. Assemblv inan
Steve Clute. D-Riverside, waved inerrils

nom his seat
I mei iii IIIC session. Nolan rose
again. demanding the %sift:real-units of
Asse1111,1% man I oil l’apall. 11-N1111hr1e
WIleles
I elalitto ’
collIlleret1
lirtiV. it. reit:tulle to Solail sealmate Ns,
sembly man f
Pedro
Both l’apall Mitt FehirclItl
soled oll the hill
\ itlall sold l’elallslo \Sas Ill the
inentiseisl lounge. ’list ttlitsiLle the chant het.
’So is Mr. l’apan they
plus mg
cards. Brow it said

Scientists trail Soviets through
trade journals, satellite photos
Red Team tries to stay one step ahead of USSR maneuvers
1.1’ERA1()RE (Al’)

They don’t change their diets

cabbage and borscht or mose to cold climates and wear
lur hats, hut they do read o’er) Soviet scientific journal
they can find and ritrs’in ncr satellite photographs of weapons testing sites in Siberia
They’re the Red Teaini. a key element in Pentagon
planning for Star \N at., and then ’oh is to think about how
the Sot iets could foil President Reagan-, dream ol a defense against nuclear attack
"VVe Red Team eserything Our nib is to tutu if there
is something that would prevent this prorratit irom being
usetill.l’ said Robed Perret, a scientist and Red ’Feintn member at the I assueil.e I ivermore National Laboratorv
Scientists al I is:1111.re, a lederal weapons lahorators.
are working in lasets. particle heanis and othei csous des ices that might be Imo nt the ground -and space-hased vs s-

to

tem ills ismniiieut kin Slit! VS AI’s. IsIltSVCIS 1.01111311S As the Someei. I tetense
I he main Red I cam cliorts. said Perret. are determining is hat me. lmolor y the Soy let I ’mon is capable of des islung
detense and v. hat slim to outsmart potential I s
Lit weapons Ilie Sits lit. isunnuhit Ini...11,1C I, iteptoi
the Pentagon enlists help not ulnils 1101111+5,10st, AI
labs like 1.1Verillitte, hilt !NMI eyells ui the (.0111.1I IIIICIIIgenes: Agency and the Detense !mettles-nee keeticv and
from politeal scientists at unisersities and reseal.11 Institutes.
Helping to coordinate the unser,mll et too is the Ss steins
Planning Corp.. one tll W hose top eve.iitli es. S.I5 re Ste So
55.11s. spent inrush ot Ills 211 5eilr, at the CIA anals.
Viet defenses.
do
an
analysis
"The boa stare ol Red I cainifir
Ste
thal will look for .ala.l .it..tYY s. any real einharassinents

nur

sens said in an interview at his suburban Washington office
"You really need a bunch of inventors to focus on that
problem ’
’the next step is to have "the intelligence people look
at what the Soviets arc capable of doing now, what they
may he able it, do 15 years down the road, and what doves
them’. to make certain economic and security decisions, he
said. "What the intelligence analysis cannot look at are unexpected technological hreakihrougs or political changes...
Once the inventors - people like the physicists at Livhave come up with gadgets the Soviets might use
to foil Star Wars. American weapons designers figure out
how to counter them. And so on, round and round.
Across the North Pole, in the remote steppes of the Somen Union, Stevens sand. "they are probabl) running the
same kinds of studies. saying, ’How can we beat this

ermore --

thing
Pentagon consultant Sydney Drell. a Stanford Universit5 plosicisi who has criticited aspects of the Star Wars
program, feels that the Red Team review is vital to make
sure that missile defenses cannot be defeated easily and
cheap 15
1 he team. Inc says. tias to he not only of high techni5a1 quail’s. it has to he a team that has independent backing" to present the administration from putting forth its
5 icw s 5511111/LII 5.11:111CIVC.
(’hive sc11111M, Of the strategic defense program is important. said Drell. because "I don’t consider Star Wars to
he a technical problem of the usual sort, like putting a man
on the Moon The moon didn’t mind being landed on. The
moon didn’t hase decoys or flares’’ of the sort that the Russians might use to confound missile defenses

Wine workers
may strike
over benefits
California
stage a general
attempt to avoid
"drastic reductions" in benefits, a union
official said Thursday .
Some 2.900 winery workers in the
San Joaquin and Napa valleys and San
Jose area have been without a contract
since July 31, said Robert Fogg, president of International Winery Distillers
and Allied Workers Local 186 based in
Modesto.
He contended that the Modesto
local and Local 45 in Fresno have offered to take a 75 -cent per hour wage cut
this year and a wage freere in the second
year with the 75 cents restored in the
third year.
But Fogg said the Winery Employers Association wants benefit cutbacks
that are unacceptable to the union. E &
Gallo Winery has demanded a 50 percent
reduction in company pension contributions. elimination of Veterans Day as a
holiday and "drastic reductions in other
areas." he said.
"If you want a strike, you’ll get a
strike." Fogg said at a news conference.
"We will not take reductions. We will
hold fast. We are unified."
Robert Lieber. an attorney for the
14-member Winery Employers Association, said management negotiators proposed lower contributions to pension and
MODEST() (AP)

winery workers may
strike this tall in an

medical funds because those funds are financially healthy and do not need as
much employer funding as in the past
The union began a strike earlier tie

week against Christian Bros. wineries a!
St Helena .ind Madera
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The amazing Casio FX-4000P procharacters and its instant formula
grammable scientific calculator. In
replay feature lets
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system, which allows you to enter and
standard deviation and regression
display a formula exactly as written
analysis.
Plus, it has a non-volatile 550
Making it easier to deal with
step program memory with 10 program
long computations. Its 12 character.

divisions. This allows 10 different programs to be stored at once.
And it includes up to 94 data
memories, which are invaluable for
statistical analysis.
Finding all this power at your
fingertips is remarkable enough, let
alone at half the price of some competitors If you can put your finger
on a scientific calculator that gives
you more power at any price, by all
means buy it.
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Fraternities say dry rush won’t be all wet
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By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
For the first time at SJSU, rush as
tivities will take place without alcohol.
Dry rush will attract the kind of ’venous pledges who will be the most interested in fraternity Isle. said John Chu rub. Sigma Chi rush chairman. "It’s
going to make the whole system look
hetter
Campus fraternities have also taken
a more casual, less structured approach
to rush activ ities this year, replacing
three days ot formal house tours and
weekend parties with an orientation ses
%MIL informal open houses and a string
of other activities
Dry rush was approved in a unanimous decision by Interfraternity Council
members and fraternity presidents in late
April
IF(’ President Kevin Rice said the
decision was p
pted by speeches on
the topic at the Western Regional Greek
Conference convention last semester in
Portland, Ore
Speakers said dry rush had been
cutting
successful at many campuses
costs, increasing the number of rush participants and improving pledge retention.
Legal liability has also been an
issue. Fraternity chapters have been
urged to cut down on alcohol use by their
national organizations. "We’re giving it
a try . ’’ Rice said

’Alcohol has never
affected our
rushees.’
Rand
Delta t usiion
pledge educator

Legal liability,. hiissesei. has vii
been a problem on campus, Greek Allairs Assistant Barb Brodsky said.
Dry rush is " more of a proactive
rather than a reactive approach," said
Jan Mums, coordinator of Greek affairs
During the two-week formal rush
period, which runs through Sept. 5. fraternities can be fined 5500 by the IF(’ for
each violation of the alcohol ban,
Brodsky said.
Fraternities can, however, hold informal rush activities that include alcohol before or after the formal rush period
Mu/os said dry rush has been very
successful statistically and has worked
well at the l’myersity of Northern Colo
ratio, where she promiusly worked as a
user
campus activities
us ill he University of Cab
This

5tirs
p

ICE Clam
CAFi

s

d

eCni6D0c9\i’ $
SI Off Any Of Our Delicious

titrnia at Berkeley’s fourth dry rush, said
University
Greek
Bill
Adviser
Wrightsntan.
Participants in the UC-Berkeles
rush are more serious about the process.
emphasizing conversation and meeting
individuals rather than parties and drinking, he said.
The fraternity system at Stanford
University, which holds rush in the
spnng, has not had dry rush. said Joe Pisani,. Stanford fraternal affairs adviser.
butts considering going to a non -alcohol
rush next year.
The Stanford chapter 4)1’ Sigma Phi
Epsilon, though, did try a dry rush in the
spring. "The results were astounding."
Pisan() said. Sigma Phi Epsilon accepted
30 pledges, twice the Stanford average.
Money the fraternity would have spent
on alcohol was used to buy food and create an atmosphere, he said.
According to a June 1985 survey hy
the National InterFraternity Council in
Indiana. 75 percent of the schools rc
sponding said dry rush had a positive cl rect. 25 percent said it had no effect. and
no respondents said it had a negative el -

"Fraternity membership is lot
litetime.’ and is a decision that rush
week parm mains should take seriously .
\Iwo. said
Although dry rush is .1 new phenomenon for fraternities. its not an issue
at sororities because alcohol 11.1s revel
been allowed on sorority premises. said
IkIta ieta President Kathy Burbank
Rush ,ictis itics hi,r Slirilt Uses hegaii

..impLiscs. he ’,id
No defense Was required (lit the
AS.. provided the insurance coverage in question was replaced by new
coverage before the beginning of the
fall 1986 semester.
The new student health insurance plan for 1986-1987 is available
in the A.S. business office now, said
Jean Lenart, A.S. business adminis
Valor.
While the premiums have increased more than one-third over the
previous year, Lenart said they are
still affordable because the insurer is
’gambling that women are on campus to study, not to get pregnant.’’
Pregnancy insurance was offered on campus during the 1970s as
a separate policy which cost about
540 per year, Lenart said. Even
though this was a good bargain, she
said, no more than 50 women purchased the coverage.
In 1985-86, about 1.000 students bought insurance policies at
SJSU, A.S. Executive Assistant Paul
Sonneman said last spring.

By Marj Martin
Daily stall writer
Following an inquiry from the
Office of Civil Rights, the Associated
Students is offering a revised student
insurance policy that includes coverage for pregnancy
One thousand campuses nationwide. including SJSU and 13 others
in the California State University system. were accused sit discrimination
against women in a class-action complaint initiated in 14145. according to
C Mack Hall, director of the OCR’s
post -secondary education division

The

complaint alleged that discrimination occurred because medical
coverage was eseluded, either all or
in part, for pregnant women.
That 111111,111a is a direct viola boil of I lite IX ol the Education
Amendments of 1972.
A voluntary agreement has been
reached between the OCR and the
A S . Hall said. Agreements were
also reached vs iii Ole other I ; 1511

his It

KINKO’S COPIES
QUICK AND THICK.

TUESDAY LUNCH AND LEARN
with

by one of the Rabbis of the Board of Rabbis of San
Jose or another educator.
Schedule for August and September:

September 2

kinkois

First Hillel Meeting
Election

September 30

295-5 5 1 1
OPEN 24 HOURS
295-4336

Empire+

Dr. Cynthis Margolin,
"Children’s Rights"

Place:

Hillel Office, 300 S. 10th Street,
Corner 10th and San Carlos

Cost:

$2.00

Information:

294.8311 Hillel Office

WI*

CAPAPU
FOR
Zov,

Its wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks
With (meth-Checking.
There’s no minimum balance requirement. Or per-check
charge. And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a $100 line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
We’ll start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And we’ll store our checks for you, too.
Of course, if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

of Officers

Dr. David Fankushen, "Jewish
Biomedical Ethics from Birth
to Death"

September 16
and 23

Great copies. Great people

San Carlos St
(between 10th & 11th
310 S. Third St

Come and meet old and new
friends

August 26

September 9

481 E.

Zielle/

Join Hillel students and faculty on Tuesdays from
11:30 to 1 for Lunch and a meeting or a discussion led

Kinko’s is your ticket to better looking
flyers, cards, announcements, invitations,
report covers, and other special items. We
have a wide selection of colorful, heavyduty cardstock. When flimsy paper won’t
do, come to Kinko’s. We’ve got it thick and
you’ll get it quick.

1’4 lb.

993-0370

F

Since most incm ng freshmen are
under 21. he said, it’s not right to serve
them alcohol right :Ma!, .
Pledges can focus less on partying
and drinking during rush week and more
on the qualities of the fraternities they
are interested in, he said.

A.S. insurance policy
to cover pregnancies

-

Scott’s Ice Cream & Cafe
484 E. San Carlos St.

0

"We’re really looking forward to
it." said Mickey Hsieh, Sigma Alpha
Mu rush chairman Viider the past system, he said. large houses had an advantage
rush week this year should rely
more on the :tem ilies sponsored by each
of the houses. regardless of sue

Thursday , sill,

SANDWICH ES

ONE DOLLAR

’Alcohol has never affected our rushee’," said Randy- Filial. Delta Upsilon
pledge educator
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"Easy Money Machine- It’ll keep you in cash 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 29. Or come to our nearby branch,
(285 South First Street, 298-1300),
ill
A member of the
Sears Financial Net workil
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all

SEARS

ATM located across the street from
the Student Union.

BANK

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most.

Hit
1311S
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New law aimed at drug trade

Projects cause loss of 350 parking spaces
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Purple areas on the map represent spaces for employees, night students and disabled students that will no
onger be as ailable. as of Oct. 1. The gray portions represent parking areas that are available to those groups
at the present time. Parking problems on campus will get worse by 350 spaces overall due to construction of
he Student (’nion Recreation and Events Center and the Engineering Building renovation project.
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By Mar) Martin
Daily stall writer
On-campus parking, curtailed in recent years, will be restricted even further
when two major construction projects
begin this fall.
Although 550 parking spaces will
be displaced, there will be a net loss of
350 spaces because 200 will be relocated, said Henry Orbach, traffic and
parking operations manager.
The 200 spaces that will be available are spaces Ortach referred to as
"surplus."
Surplus parking spaces were spaces
that have never been used, Orbach said
He said these spaces were purposely kept
vacant to prepare for the losses this fall.
’’They were kept vacant because we
knew we would need them later," Orbach said.
About 100 of those spaces are located on the first floor of the 10th Street
Parking Garage and another hundred are
located at a new lot on William and San
Salvador streets, Orbach said.
"We’re adding and subtracting
spaces all the time," Orbach said.
Orbach said that despite the 350
spaces lost, "we’re still a few spaces
ahead" because when the 4th Street
Parking Garage opened last year 1,200
spaces were made available.
The S20.1 million Student Union
Recreation and Events Center, to be built
on San Carlos Street between Seventh
and Ninth streets, will eliminate 400 employee and night student parking spaces.
The $36.1 million renovation of the
Engineenng Building will displace another 150 parking spaces on Seventh
Street affecting employee and disabled
parking spaces.
Martin Schutter, director of Disabled Student Services, said he had not
been informed of the administration’s
plans for replacement of spaces lost to
disabled individuals.
Orbach said "there is no real crisis," and added he feels certain the administration will act before construction
begins.
While 250 spaces will be lost at the
Vine and Auzerais Park and Ride lot,
they will be replaced with an equal number of spaces at a new lot at 12th and
Keyes.
A free shuttle bus will provide
transportation between the lot and the
campus for students who park there. Orbach said.
The new shuttle will depart from
San Carlos and Seventh streets every 20
minutes in the morning, switching to 30minute intervals after 2:30 p.m.

SACRAMENTO (AM ’ ’Rock
houses" where cocaine is sold must
now be seized from the owners
whether they’re aware of the activity
or not, under a bill signed by Gov.
George Deukmejian
The governor said in his bill signing report last week, "The abuse
of rock cocaine has reached epidemic
levels in this country."
He said the bill, SB1462 by Sen.
Diane Watson, D-Los Angeles.
"provides California law enforcement with another tool" with which
to combat the dealers of illegal drugs
who use "rock houses ’ and other
real estate.
Real estate illegally used for nar-

cotics dealings is often rented, and
the owners often contend that they
didn’t know of the illegal activities.
Watson’s aide. Carolyn Robinson, said it was hoped that the threat
z of seizure would "be enough to get
the owners to check on their occupants, and do SOMC screening before
renting."
The bill also adds a highly
abused cough syrup, Citra Forte, to
the Schedule It list of unlawful substances, the governor’s office said.
And it removes from the list other
drugs needed by arthritis patients that
had inadvertently been placed there.
The bill passed with an urgency
clause, making it effective upon the
governor’s signature.
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Motorists find rear-seat belts hard to install
WASHINGTON (API
A U.S.
senator, citing doubts about lap-only
safety belts. is ,s41 I ing on Transportation
Secretary Elizabeth Dole to require rearseat shoulder harnesses in all new cars.
Meanwhile, safety conscious motorists are finding that installing shoulder
belts in rear seats of cars already on the
road is far from easy and requires determination and more than a bit of luck.
They get little help from dealers or
auto manufacturers.
The calls for new regulations and
attempts by some car owners to install
rear-scat belts was sparked by a National
Transportation Safety Board study a

week ago that suggested lap-only belts
actually cause the wearer to sustain severe, sometimes fatal, injuries in many
crashes.
The findings stunned auto safety expens and were attacked for implying that
lap belt users might be better off not
wearing a belt. But all sides agreed the
already required on
shoulder belt
front scats provide the best protection
by far.
NHTSA expects to decide by mid’
September whether to undertake new rulmaking to require rear-seat shoulder
belts in new cars.
No U S manufacturer equips its

Pilot Pen
has something
even smoother
than this.

cars with rear-seat shoulder belts, although a half a dozen foreign manufacturers do on at least Some models.
Since 1972, all cars have been required to have reinforced anchor locations for rear-seat shoulder belts so owners may install such belts for added
protection

I
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Open Seven Days

San Jose
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A feeling. . . beyond smoothness..

Pilot’s new Brougham is
smoother and more comfortable than
any rolling ball pen you’ve ever used.
A gutsy claim but true Buy a new Pilot

Brougham and prove it to yourself. Send us
the coupon, proof-of-purchase (a receipt
will do) and $495. Check or money order
only. You’ll get a ’What’s Smoother" tee
shirt (an $11.00 value) and a FREE Pilot
Spotliter highlighting marker. A total value of $11.79
for only $495. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
rPilotlb

Shirt Wee
Name
PO Boa MO,
Waterbury, CT 08104
AddreSS
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City
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Considering what
college costs these
days, you might
be interested in
knowing that

Flax sells
art supplies
for 20% to
50% off.
Ahvays.
Flax

also sells
studio furniture,
frames, portfolios,
you name it.
Over 30,000 items.
SE 1699 Market
at Valencia,
(415) 864 -FLAX.
Sunnyvale,
510 E. El Camino
near Fair Oaks,
(408) 736-6400.

In 7,days
the Lord
created
heaven
and
Give us
earth.
7 days, \
and well
get you
your
Guaranteed
Student Loan.
Within seven days* after
Educaid receives your
correctly completed application, your GSL check will be
on its way to your Financial
Aid Office. See your FAO
and ask for Educaid. Or call
us and we’ll send you an
application.
BONUS!
GSL’s from Educaid are not
only a lot faster, but a little

bigger. Educaid’s insurance
premium is less than that
charged by most other
California lenders. You get
a little more money to apply
toward your education.
PIE ASE NOTE
I Be patient with your linancial aid
officers They are overworked
2 Students with prior loans are advised
to not cross’ borrow
3 Federal regulations prohibit tenders
from releasing OSL checks earlier than
30 days prim to the 91611 01 the loan
period

*Educaid’s processing time School processing time may
take longer Allow time for U.S. mail 8 school processing
before and after Educaid’s 7 days

Irk Educaid
2131 L Street. Sacramento, CA 95816 (800) 443-7667
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SJSU asking for $3.6 million
to clean up Dwight Bentel Hall

Erof Gunan Daily staff photographer
Die Calafato, right, and Sarrade Maxime, a visiting formation provided by one of the two Teleguide ter student front France, examine sonic of the myriad in- minals in the Spartan Complex breezeway.

Teleguide computers debut at SJSU
continued from page 1
The information related to SJSU is
also contained on every other terminal in
the area in order to acquaint Telegal&
users off campus with the university.
There are about 200 terminals located in the Bay Area. They were designed as a means of reaching people in
"high foot traffic areas." Staley said.
With school just beginning, there
has already been a growing interest in the
Teleguide terminals on campus.

"They’re really easy to use," undeclared freshman Joel Chew said. "I
thought I knew a lot about this area, but
by using this machine I learned something."
Chew and a friend noticed the terminal after wrestling practice. While
they were experimenting with the Teeguide’s capabilities, a small crowd of
people gathered around to investigate.
The Teleguide system will cost the
university about Sa,(XXJ this year, but the
costs are expected to be cut in half by

Men’s Athletics
gets $149,605
’one-time’ gift
continued from page I
liii C to be made to either reduce the dci !
c it or lower the budget of the depart
meet. ’ she said.
St at Union Director Ron Barrett who legMnisters the Rec Center project. said he is not worried about the reallocation of Spartan Shop revenues.
"My feeling is that Spartan Shops
intends to live up to its commitment
provide the money in the future, so I ani
comfortable with the decision:* Barrett
said.
Associated Students President Tom
Boothe, a member of the Spartan Shops
board of directors, abstained during the
vote saying the move was a stop-gap
measure that will not sok.: the problem.
"Spartan Shops should not be the
funding source for men. s athletics:. he
said. The program needs to balance its
budget, it should not rely on the genet’,
ity of Spartan Shops."

next year.
The various campus departments
participating in this system pay to have
information about their programs put on
the Teleguide database as well as split
the cost of putting general SJSU information on the database. The terminals
themselves arc provided free of charge
by Chronicle Videotex, Inc.
Those departments participating include Admissions and Records, Continuing Education. Theatre Arts and the Student Union.

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
The CSU Board of Trustees will
consider the university’s proposal for the
renovation of Dwight Bentel Hall at its
next meeting, Sept. 9 and 10 in Long
Reach.
The $3.6 million proposal would
provide for the cleanup of asbestos present in the building, as well as renovation of the hall’s structural, heating,
cooling and plumbing problems, said
Barbara Pluta, design and construction
manager.
The proposal faces approval by the
California State University trustees, then
by the state Legislature and Gov. George
Deukmejian, she said.
The second floor of the west wing
of the hall has been closed since February. Campus programs including
Continuing Education. Instructional
Television and the Department of Journalism and Mass Communication have
been adapting to space problems brought
on by the closing.
The entire second floor of Dwight
Bentel Hall was closed Feb. 7 after consultants determined that the presence of
asbestos and structural problems in the
ceiling presented a danger. The closing
forced the relocation of programs,
classes and campus media, including the
campus radio news program Newsbreak
and the Spartan Daily.
The ceiling in the cast wing, built in
1910, was temporarily repaired by bolting three -eighths inch plywood boards
into the support structure of the ceiling.
The west wing, built in 1929. has
remained closed; asbestos present in the
wing’s ceiling would be far more expensive to remove, because similar removals
would release the fibers into the air, and
asbestos is most dangerous when it enters the lungs.
Pluta said the building is important
both historically and functionally. A critical major capital outlay program.
funding request to renovate the huiIitiri

dent lab area, faculty office and storage
space.
Instructional Television services
have been moved from Bentel Hall to
rooms in the Instructional Resources
Center. ITV services have returned to
normal. Pensinger said, with all 14 channels available for program distribution
on campus. The TV engineer said he anticipates no problems providing service
this semester.
Continuing Education has scattered
most of its operations to four other locations on campus, resulting in productivity losses and delays in computerizing its
registration and fiscal operations. Ralph
Bohn, dean of Continuing Education
said.
He said that the move has not
caused any serious problems or resulted
in a cutback of student services, and is
certainly preferable to having staff work
in an area where there are hazardous levels of asbestos present.
Bohn said Continuing Education
in a game of university musical
may
all its operations to
chairs move
Building Q if Career Planning and Placement moves to the Administration Building, after some administrative offices
move to refurbished facilities in Wahlquist Library.
It will not be permanently housed in
a renovated Dwight Bentel Hall, Asuncion said.
Dwight Bentel Hall renovation
would affect all activities in the building,
including ITV, radio and television news
labs. the Spartan Daily and journalism
and mass communications classes.
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has been submitted to the Chancellor’s
office, she said. The proposal asks for
preliminary planning funds for 1986-87
and construction funds for 1987-88.
Engineering studies were completed
on the building in the spring; state architects recommended an acceptable
level of rehabilitation over the summer.
Because the building is on the state
historical register, it does not need to
conform to current codes for earthquake
safety. "Buildings that are of historical
significance can be treated differently
than other buildings,’ Pluta said.
"Dwight Bentel Hall has weathered
earthquakes of 6.6," Plata said. "We
are not jeopardizing people’s lives."
The renovation of the hall would
provide space for the Department of
Journalism and Mass Communications,
ITV services and English writing labs,
Facilities Planning Manager Peggy
Asuncion said.
Facilities Development and Operations staff have met with Dennis Brown,
chairman of the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, and
Glen Pensinger, TV engineer with ITV,
to discuss their short-term space needs
before renovation, Plata said.
Some journalism and mass communication faculty and lab space have been
relocated to other buildings. Brown said.
Brown said Update News editing
equipment, previously located in rooms
on the west wing of the second floor, are
now housed in lab space in DBH 108.
The room that Brown described as "terribly overcrowded" now houses three
video-editing stations and serves as a stn -
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this year, this might benefit your future the most.
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get California’s most convenient checking
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something morea money-back guarantee
on service.
We’re so sure you’ll be satisfied with
B of As service, that if you’re notfor any
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first six monthsjust ask, and we’ll refund
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a Customer Service Representative for
complete details.
So if you want service so good it’s
guaranteed, plus more branches and
ATMs than any other bank, you
want Bank of America.
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Underrated?
Volleyball squad out to prove pollsters wrong

Sharon Hall
1’111111

Daily staff photographer

kit. I ina Parrot and Nlichelle Dunlap are part of a team looking to recapture SJSU’s winning ways

By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
A projected fourth-place finish in
the tough PCAA conference this year has
Spartan volleyball coach Dick Montgomery a bit miffed, but also very determined to prove the pollsters wrong.
"I was surprised to have the team
ranked so low, but that’s just the way
things usually go," he said. "San Jose
State isn’t a noted power school, and
thus doesn’t get recognized when it
should."
The 1986 women’s volleyball team
was ranked behind defending national
champion University of the Pacific, Hawaii and San Diego State during a
media day polling July 31 in Los Angeles.
Montgomery said he doesn’t feel
the rankings are accurate, but he is conlident that his team, having lost only one
senior, is the best he’s ever had.
I.isa Ice, Barbara Higgins, Christi,
Cook. Maria Healy and Kim Hicks are
all returning, and Danielle Spier will
take over the setting duties from Terri 1)c
Busk, who graduated after last season
Freshman Susie Laymon, sophomores Kari Roberson and Shawna Di

Biaso, and juniors Julie Braymen and
Gina Watson round out this year’s
squad.
According to Montgomery, this
year’s team is strong at all positions. He
has introduced a much quicker offense
that has yet to be tested.
But he said the offense, when executed correctly, is virtually impossible to
stop because it employs so many variations.
"I’m cautiously optimistic," Montgomery said. "The girls’ attitudes are
great, and they have a built-in commitment to excellence. They’ve been one of
the top ten teams in the country for the

Oeleboate nrir eirtaid Opeitimq
METRO is

Field hockey turns to freshmen
to ease loss of key performers
By Paul Melly
Daily staff writer
Coach or nursemaid? It’s not entirely certain which position Carolyn Lewis will occupy as head coach of the SJSU
ield hockey team.
Eight starters graduated from last season’s team, which
was 7-6-1 overall and 3-4-1 in NorPac play. As a result.
I.ewis expects to start four freshmen in their place, and four
sophomores will play major roles for the Spartans.
But will they he able to cushion the loss of eight starters, including all -conference forwards Imke Laumans and
Kim Green, and all-conference back Chris Beni?
Were going to have a young. but talented group:*
I ewis said.
You would think that Lewis may be a little leery of
shining such an inexperienced team.
"Not really," I.ewis said. "I’m really impressed with
Me sophomore-freshman group. This year’s sophomores, as
freshman, were with an experienced group."
Anticipated freshman starters include back Tina Royce
I the California Interscholastic Federation Player of the Year
in Southern (’alifornia), back Denise Chutes. midfielder
Sheryl Sorg and forward Gina Donofrio.
Sophomores expected to see a great deal of action are
forwards Sharon Cafini and Tina Parrott. midfielder Chris
Gray and back Wendy Hanna.
Returning from last year’s team are junior midfielder
.ind captain Mace Savelkoul, junior midfielder Michelle
Dunlap and Cafini. Savelkoul. whom Lewis called her best
player, gained All-American honors as a freshman in 19143,
and Catlin scored three goals in limited action last year.
Added help may come from junior Jill Benson, whose
season was cut short by a knee injury. She is not expected to
he available until the end of September.
The Spartans lost both goalkeepers to graduation. and
An interesting three-way battle is brewing at the position.

Lewis, however, is leaning toward the ’Spartans’ lone seJill Jacobson, who is playing her first year at SJSII
after transferring from Pacific.
Last season ended a string of four consecutive conference titles for the Spartans, and they lost more conference
games (four) than in the previous 10 years. during which
they were 59-3-1
Lewis said defending champion Stanford is the 1e:1111 10

METRO

METRO is

beat, with SJSU and California pressing the Cardinal.
"In some respects, it’s good for a young team (not to
be favored)," Lewis said. "It’s good not to be the one on
top with the others gunning for you.
But for the Spartan Women to do well, Lewis says they
must increase their goal production.
"We should have won the conference last year. We
just couldn’t put the ball in the goal cage.’’ Lewis said.
The Spartans scored 26 goals last season half their
1984 total while their defense allowed fewer goals.
To rectify the problem. Lewis has placed a strong emphasis on offense during practice.
Furthermore, the Spartans have a new corner unit.
which Lewis said will improve upon last season’s weak performance.

open for Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner to accommodate even the
most unusual schedule.
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’In some respects, it’s good for a
young team (not to be favored). It’s
good not to be the one on top with the
others gunning for you.’
Carolyn Lewis,
field hockey coach

the New, California-Style Deli/Cafe
offering a fresh, exciting menu.

is offering a Grand Opening Special.
Buy 1 Peppersteak Sandwich and
get 2nd one FREE (with this ad)
between 2-8 p.m. Expires Sept 4,
1986.

We

nior,

last two years, and this year. with this
team, they’ve decided they want it all."
Montgomery foresees only a few
weaknesses, one being a lack of depth.
"A key injury could really hurt
us," he said. "We’re not like a football
team that knows it will always have
someone to send in."
The Spartans’ first test of the season
will be against the SJSU alumni team on
Sept. 2. Players expected to return for
the alumni include De Busk and Linda
Foumet, both major contributors to the
success of last year’s team. and Joyce
Sprout and Jodi Breding, members of
SJSU’s first NCAA team in 1982.
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McCallum free to practice with Raiders
LONG BEACH (AP) - Napoleon
McCallum, freed by the Navy to play for
the Los Angeses Raiders on weekends,
said Thursday he should he able to practice with the NFL team during the week.
His plans, however, will depend on
traffic and his commanding officer.
"I’ll work a normal day and then be
able to attend practices in the afternoon,
if traffic isn’t too bad." McCallum said
at a new,. conference.

As an ensign, he will work from 5
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday
while his ship. the USS Peleliu, remains
at Long Beach, although he will also be
required to stand 24-hour watches every
fifth day.
Those watches, he said, can be
traded with other junior officers.
The Raiders practice during the season at El Segundo, which is normally a
20- to 30-minute drive from Long
Beach.
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By Greg Strsker
Daily staff writer
Outstanding SJSU 1.0(0)411 teams of the past have built
their teams around a number of game-breaking players.
Strong-armed quarterbacks like Steve DeBerg and Ed Luther. explosive receivers such as Stacey Bailey and Mark Nichols, running hacks like Gerald Willhite. and defensive standouts like Louie Wright and Ken Thomas have all helped the
Spartans win our Pacific Coast Athletic Association titles
since 1965.
The 1986 squad can only hope that impact players of the
same caliber can emerge from this year’s mixture of talented
junior college transfers and returning veterans and prove that
last year’s nightmarish 2-8-1 season was a fluke.
Junior quarterback Mike Perez, who sat tout the 19145 season as a redshin. is just one of the many junior college players
SJSII will count on to help get the SJSU football program hack
on its feet.
The 6-foot-2, 205 -pound Perez completed 65.5 percent of
his passes two years ago at Taft Community College.
Head Coach Claude Gilbert said Pere/ is definitely a
threat to throw deep when the opportunity arises
Last year’s starting quarterback Doug Allen was declared
academically ineligible, which leaves JC transfers Tony 1,044
and Ken Lutz as the backups.
Kenny Jackson is another junior college transfer who will
add depth to the offense.
Jackson (6-0. 2101 was an honorable mention All -America selection from San Mateo and conk! give the team a breakaway threat. He showed his quickness in spring practice with a
4.3 clocking in the 40-yard dash.
Jackson will team with junior fullback Donald Stewart 510, 204) who, according to the coaching staff, has improved
both his blocking and running skills
With Jackson and Stewart in the backfield, senior K.C.
Clark will be able to direct all of his attention toward his free
safety position, instead of splitting time between offense and
defense as he did last year.
Clark rushed for 429 yards in just six games last season

Booth the running and passing games are expected to benefit from a strong, veteran offensive line that is considered ionsiii the strengths of this year’s club Center Don Teague and
right tackle Mike Barnard are expected to lead the offensive
line unit.
The Spartan receivers arc also quite experienced, with
four returning seniors
Gilbert said he has been especially pleased with senior
Lato Malauulu and junior college transfers Kenny Roberts,
Greg Eskridge and Guy Liggins.
On the defensive side, Sant Gruneisen, who coached for
the Los Angeles Express of the United States Fomhall league.
will try to build a tighter defense.
Senior left tackle Mark Dean, senior nose guard Mace
Gouldshy, and two-year starting tackle Wayne W’otodard give
the defensive line plenty of experience.
The situation at linebacker is still being settled. Sam Kennedy. the lone returning starter, earned honorable mention allPCCA honors a year ago.
Gilbert said earlier in the preseason that the secondary is
one of the squad’s top priorities
Clark’s presence is a welcome sight for a defense that allowed an average of 410 yards and 30 points a game last season. He is expected to provide leadership to a secondary that
will feature three new defensive hacks this fall
One of the biggest problems the Spartans face this year is
the schedule Gilbert called it "the strongest in the history of
the school."
The Spartans open against Oregon on Sept 6 at Spartan
Stadium and then play road games against Washington State.
Stanford and California on silt cessive \Seeks
" We’re facing some v eri, tough company . but the schedule also offers us great opportunity." Colbert said. "This team
has an extra incentive because of the ugly season last year."
Clark discounted the caliber of play in the Pa,. -10
hey ’re human lust like us." Clark said "Just because
they are in a different conference doesn’t mean :my thing...
With the schedule and the new talent, the season should fic
far front dull.

photographer
Losiserilie
Coach (’laude Gilbert is counting on ,IC transfers to help turn around last year’s two-win, eight -loss season

Soccer team relying on experience, bench strength
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By Leonard Gutman
Sweden, will help boost their scoring
Daily staff writer
total this season.
The 1986 Spartan soccer team en"He was an exchange student in
ter. its 33rd season under Coach Julius high school in Ohio three years ago,
Menendez next week and, barring any where he was selected as the best high
iniuries. it should prove to he a compel- school player in Ohio. scoring 15 goals
one bunch.
with II assists ;n one year." Menendez
the team is rich in experienced said.
players. vs ith 12 seniors and four juniors.
Last year. the Spartans were held to
In addition, the team has added stone just 24 goals while surrendering 40 in a
newcomers to bolster its bench strength.
season which saw them end with a 6-1 I The Spartans. plagued by injuries 2 record overall. They were 2-4 in the
and lack of help from the bench last year. PCAA and 3-4 in the Pacific Soccer
have worked to improve in both of those Conference, a league made up of local
areas for the upcoming season,
teams such as Stanford and Santa Clara.
"Right now in practice we’re stresThis year. in order for the team to
sing fitness for the most part," Menen- do well, the starters are going to hare to
de/ said. "We’re healthier than last year produce more goals last season’s top
and we do have some depth in ease we scorers, forwards Scott Chase and Mei
get hurt."
Inggason. finished with seven goals
That depth comes in the form of two apiece but spent a good pan of the season
players who redshirted last year fresh- with nagging injuries.
man forward Mare Baker and freshman
The Spartans would also like to get
midfielder Richard Rafloski and new- more scoring from fullback Rich Rollins
comers Greg Benuceio, Jon Hink in and and midfielder Nick Rotteveel, MenenJohn-Paul V andersluys.
dez has had Rotteveel playing forward in
The Spartans are also hopeful that practice, and as a result Rotteveel has
the addition of exchange student Per Tu- been scoring more
nestam. a junior forward front Borlange,
"Things have just been going my

Torn right Weep
to sideline Ring
for eight weeks
San Francisco
ROCKI I Ni API
49ers running back Bill Ring will undergo surgery Tuesday at Sequoia Hospital in Redwixxl City for a torn bleep
muscle in his right arm.
Ring. 29. of Redwood Shores, is
expected to be out for 8 to 10 weeks. The
6-year veteran, a free agent who grew up
in Belmont hurt his arm two weeks ago
in practice while blocking linebacker
Riki Ellison,
Coach Bill Walsh said he will he
placed on the injured reserve list.
"Ring’s kiss especially hurts us on
special teams," Walsh said. "He’s a
great coverage man and also versatile in
a given situation as a running back."
Walsh also announced that rookies
Tim McKyer. a third round pick in this
year’s draft, and Don Griffin. a sixth
round draft pick, would start Saturday
night’s game as cornerbacks against the
Denver Broncos at Mile High Stadium.
McKyer. 22, is a 6-0, 174 pound
graduate of the University of Texas at
Arlington. Griffin, also 22, is a 6-0. 176
pound graduate of Middle Tennessee
State and is a native of Pelham. Georgia.
The 49ers broke their summer training camp Friday.

way." Roneveel said. "My feel for it in
I ront of the goal is going a little better "
Meanwhile, Rollins has been working hard on headers off of cornier kicks.
trying to take advantage of his 6-foot -5
stature.
"On the average there should he
about five to seven comer kicks no game
if we’re having a good game. and smith
my height there’s no way I shouldn’t get
a decent shot on goal," Rollins said.
Menendez also points ton onvard
Allen Piechi as a key to scoring more
goals this seas011
"1 le Is doing well and he really has
great speed... Menendez said.
Detenstv ely . the Spartans should Fre
at least as good as last )car, mainly due
to a more experienced and slimmeddow it Joe Gangale. the Spartans’ goalkeeper. Menendez said Ciangale, who
finished last season with a 2.07 goals
against ay erage, had a good spring season and has been working hard all summer to get in shape. losing 25 pounds.
’1 ostng the weight has helped nu:
both physically and mentally .’ Iiangale
said. "I came into training last season
very much overweight and it really hurt

me throughout the season
Menendez also said that Gangale is
much quicker this year
The Spartans are poling to need to
take ady mini ice oil all 01 their experience.
as well as get help trom the newcomers.
because they face a hough schedule this
season.

MEMOREX

The Spanans open up their regulat
5 against Western Washington at amador Valley High School in
Pleasantn n. then come home to Spartan
Stadium to lace UCLA. San Frani:met+
Stale and I ’NI V
it say that int the West Coast the
three teams that are tartired to do real
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The Spartans are hopeful about this
season’s chances They had a good
spring season, playing local teams including Stanford and Santa Clara, and
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Asbestos cleanup delayed by costs
Scientists
Earth Toys’ location
warn about becomes print shop
SDI arms
Category six and seven buildings
LIVERMORE (AP) Scientists designing Star Wars say it may be
impossible to orbit the weapons until a
detailed antis agreement with the Soviet
Union is worked out
Space -based weapons can be extremely vulnerable to attack, especially
at the moment they arc put into orbit.
said Robert Perret, chief of a unit at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory which is assigned to examine and
lest weapons policy
In a historical perspective. the Soviets have demonstrated the national will
Ii, oppose in an active and violent way
actions which the’, find threatening,"
said Petrel, citing the Russian destruction of a civilian Korean airliner in 1983
and the downing of an t S U-2 spy
plane flown by Gary Powers iii 1960.
President Reagan has strenuously
denied that he will allow the Soviets to
have a veto OVer Star Wars research or
deployment, and maintains that the program is nit a bargaining chip hi he traded
away tor a cut in offensive weapons.
We do not need a treaty with the
Russians to deploy Star Wars,’ said one
State I kpart ment arms control expert.
"Ilowever, it would he vastly more
desirable if we could reach an agreement
to amend the Anti -Ballistic Missile treaty
and reduce offensive weapons hefore we
deploy space -based defenses," said the
official, who spoke on condition of anonymity
The State Department official considered it unlikely that the Soviets
would. as Petrel suggested, shoot down
orbiting defenses as America sends them
up, hut the prospect clearly upset him.
’It would he a provocation. We would
have to respond
In recent speeches. Reagan has emphasized that strategic defenses must go
hand in hand with arms control, and a
leant ol senior American negotiators
went to Moscow this month to talk with
the Russians about linking Star Wars
with reductions in nuclear arsenals.
However, the Strategic Defense Initiative is still in the research stage, and
administration officials have not publicly
outlined how an agreement would be
structured to allow deployment of missile defenses.
Reagan has resisted pressure from
conservative critics pushing for immediate deployment of ground -based antimissile missiles. similar to a U.S. system
scrapped in the 1970’s. capable of shooting down warheads as they approach
arr. target. That, however, falls far
shon of the leakproof umbrella that Reagan has itiklethe public symbol of Star
Wars
Much of the research on the space
leg of stiategic defense is being carried
.tut at Livennore, a Department of Energy lab admininistered by the University of California
Petrel and other Livermore scientists who hack Star Wars go further than
administration officials in stressing the
link between negotiations and strategic
defense
George Miller, director of weapons
development at Livemuire, said, "it has
been a topic of discussion within the program troutits inception that SDI must be
pan of the antis control process
Miller objects to viewing strategic
defense "as a bargaining chip to he
thrown in when the Soviets agree to cuts
in strategic arms...
"The research program has got to
continue." Miller said. depicting Star
Wars as part of a "calculus" in which a
certain number of offensive and defensive weapons would be alloted each
side in an equation designed to promote
stability
The lab’s leading Star Wars critic,
however, doubted that Kremlin leaders
will case their opposition to Reagan’s
plan enough to allow the United States to
deploy space -based defenses
What you are doing is putting the
whole program in the hands of a Soviet
veto. They can unilaterally say, ’no,’
and I don’t see any reason they
wouldn’t." said Ray Kidder, a Livermore weapons researcher who has
been outspoken in his opposition to Star
Wars.
Space -based defenses are specifically banned by the 1972 Anti -Ballistic
Missile Treaty, which can be abrogated
on by either side on six months notice.
State Department officials and Livemiore scientists say that by the early
1990’s, orbital strategic defenses will
still be under development and that none
could be ready much before the turn of
the century.

continued from page
ice copy needs, while the current Student Union facility will he used fOr
larger projects such as binding and
multiple -copying service, Boothe
said.
A target date tor the ripening ot
the shop has yet to he decided
The A.S. is considering replacing one copy machine. Pixithe said.
The two-year lease still has to he ratified by the A.S. Board of Directors at
its meeting this Wednesday .
The A.S. must pay Spartan
Shops $250 a multi for the rental of
the space once occupied by a ski
rental %hop.
The agreement follows three
months of negotiations between
Boothe and Ed /,ant. Spartan Shops
general manager, Boothe said
"The only thing that bothers me
about the lease is that it designates
specific use of the space OM a print
shop)," Boothe said "If we wanted
to change the functions of the shop
again, we wouldn’t he able to do it
without the appros al nil Spartan
Shops, which is restrict is e
"Other than that. it eserything
we’ve wanted. It is a s011Ild 1,11,1141.
sal."
The start of negotiations tor the
Earth Toys space was a iiiatiii step In

the A S , which stood 10 low the
space to Spartan Shops. limithe said
Initial contact between Spartan
Shops and the A.S. was made by former A.S. President Erin O’INiheny at
the end of last semester, he said.
Once ratified by the A.S , the
space will still need to be remodeled
to lit the needs ot a print shop,
Boothe said. He estimated an evenditun: of about $20,000 kin remodeling. ’fhe money would come from the
A.S. general fund and would need to
be approved by the A S. Board of Directors.
We want to he compentise
with oft -campus print shops in service and price, because if we are nut,
people are going to go off-campus for
their needs." Boothe said.
The A.S. has received about 10
to 35 applications for a new manager
tor the print shop, and out of those.
eight finalists have been chosen for
selection. Boothe said.
The former manager of the print
shop resigned in June.
"We want someone who has
considerable experience in the print
tield, and also business management
nil
the appliexperience. and .
cants have that experience." Boothe
said "But the A.S. does not has e
much money to spend ’’

continued Fr
page
health ansl salety ollicer. said he is content w itin the 1.1111versilS’S progress in
dealing aall the asbestos hazard.
nut criurse. I would like to
see the cleanup done all in one day,’’ he
said. "but the bottom line is the money
isn’t always available."
Tie said the three major cleanup projects that have been carried out so far
prove that the CSU system is serious
about asbestos cleanup.
"It’s an indication that they want to
take care of the problem, and I’m satisfied with that." he said
Asbestos, a combination of chemicals widely used in the ’50s and ’60s to
fireproof and insulate buildings, becomes hazardous as it ages. The fibrous
materials break down and can he ingested into ilw lungs, causing the disease
asbestosis Asbestos fibers hase also
been linked to certain heart diseases
Asbestos agents were used extensively at SJSI., before the hazards were
kniwyn
Asbestos cunt:murk:dim-1 has
been an ongoing problem at nine allivel Sit) event before the Baker survey results
were released.
item inc the cleanup program began.
the tilos et sity closed the cis il encl.
necring lab and the basement ot Mac
Quarrie I lall
Controversy began in April 1985
after the State Employees trade Council
filed a complaint w ith the federal Occupational Safety and Health Admintstration The complaint alleged STSt.’ employees were being kept in the dark
about lindings of the stirs ey team, and
that they were falsely told there ss as nil
:Ishesios

accused of murder

wed

ember 1985, after the Baker
hi
report ,11 a, released. John Montgomery.
director, said the
then STS( ’ tarlimesi
hoding, were vague and unclear.

Dwight Bente! Hall West-

Dudley Moorehead Hall

listed in both categories
Building BB

Engineering Building and sermon
Sweeney Hall

Computer Center

Music Building and addition

Industrial Studies
Men s Gym

Men s and Women s gym additions

Women s Old Gym
Art Building

Hugh Gillis Hail

Aeronautics Building

Physical Education, South Campus
Tower Hall

Science I
Duncan Hall addition

Instructional Resource Center
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Changing
The Face
of
San Jose
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OPPs .1)11,
$10
Mt IRO
I ree Shampoo
With This’Ad

104/279-9694

.;11PPIYIN6 PRk.,F I ,,IONAL HAIR PRODUCTS

Only Litiwenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

Taxi driver
F.dviar Bowman. 39, a former taxi
rInver, is accused of bludgeoning and
stabbing to death Rev. John Karastmatis
in the priest’s Santa Cruz church last
scar
Santa Cruz Municipal Court Judge
Richard Kessell ruled during a preliminary hearing on Wednesday that attorney
Gerald Christensen can continue his
questioning about the priest’s sexual activities and moral character as long as the
iudge is satisfied the resulting evidence
may he used as trial defense.
Prosecutor Art Danner criticized the
defense queries as "character assasinalion" and irrelevant
’ ’ I think it is inferable from the violence of the crime scene and the sloppiness of the crime scene that this is not a
planned crime, it is more of a spontasaid
Christensen
crime,"
neous
There’s the infgence that possibly it’s
confrontation."
a
involves
a crime that

I he 1, Iw mg month. Bob 111111.
the president of the likal
s hamer ot
asy used the Baker miry es team nit
using improper and unsafe methods
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President Fullerton recovering Researchers come closer to male pill
after fracturing arm during fall
w( RA" 1.1011.MassResearchers have stumbled onto a new drug
that blocks the action of sperm in laboratory animals, a finding that could
,nile(1., lead to a birth control pill for

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
proved that school work can be hat al dous to one’s health when she
slipped and fell on campus in June,
severely fracturing her left ann.

put her out 01
while.

it was an extremely
severe fracture and did
put her out of
commission for
a while.’

According to Daniel Buerger.
executive assistant to the president,
the accident occurred June 9 as Fullerton was on her way to work.
She tripped on a one-half inch
sunken portion of the sidewalk between Morris Dailey Auditorium and
Clark Library, Buerger said.
He said Fullerton extended her
left arm to break her fall, forcing the
upper arm back into the socket and
fracturing the arm upon impact.

The drug may be superior in some
Teets to other substances being investigated as possible male contraceptives.
said Sheldon Segal. of the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole and
the Rockefeller Foundation in New
York.
In research conducted this summer
at the Marine Biological Laboratory,
Segal and colleagues including Mukesh
Sahni and Samuel Koide of the Population Council in New York found that the
drug blocked the fertilization of clam
eggs by immobilizing sperm.

Fullerton was forced to work out
of her home for a few weeks, Buerger
said.
During that HMO she used couriers to run documentation for signature back and forth to campus.
Buerger said.
Buerger said other communication was handled by telephone to
keep things on schedule.

Daniel Buerger,
executive assistant
to the president

Fullerton, who was unavailable
for comment, is still doing prescribed
exercises to increase her arm’s mobil o). but is no longer required to wear
a sling and is recovering nicely.
Buerger said.
"She has no plans to sue the university or anything." Buerger joked.

keep it immobile.
Buerger said that although the
arm was not broken, " . . . it was
an extremely severe fracture and did

She was taken to Student Health
Services and then to San Jose Hospital where the arm was put in a sling to

mimission for a

feel a little down because they had such a
good time vacationing, then suddenly
find themselves doing something they
don’t like at their jobs.
"There’s a big problem with (work)
burnout as it is." said 1.itvak, whose
books include "Unstress Yourself."
"Use Your Head" and "More Ways to
Use Your Head.’
B. Joy, a psychologist with Holistic
Foundation Counseling Industrial & Alcohol in Tempe, said that "w hat it looks
tonic, is a lack of completing things before leaving."
In the same vein, Scottsdale psy chologist Don Muilenherg said he thinks
many people assume incorrect!) that s a cation periods will resolve problems.
"They can refresh you and improve
one’s outlook on life, but seldom do vacations resolYe problems you had before
you left on sacation.’’ he said.
Muilenherg said that when a vacationer with this expLciation returns, he
becomes depressed .is he realizes that
"not only are his p ohlems still there,
but that it will be an extended period of
time before he can ge away again."

Satin sheets seduce
Americans of all ages
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To prevent the "post -vacation
blues." he said, people "should resolse
their problems and get their !ix es in order
before they go on vacation and use their
vacation as a reward or a celebration
Bayless said people feel down after
a vacation because they did not set out to
do what they wanted to do on it: relax.
He said people react differently to
the depression, which he defines is
"anger turned inward toward your,’ I t
Symptoms may include lethaip
melancholy, neck pain, insomnia, irrit.i
bility, diarrhea, hises and heart palpita
lions
Depression hits "people who have
been driving themselves for a long period of time,’’ said Phoenix psychologist
Ken Olson. "When they begin to slow
down, they realize they are literally addicted to their adrenalin glands, and they.
go through withdrawal. which can cause
headaches, depression, a hard time
sleeping and finally a feeling of how
really exhausted they are.’’
Iii prevent the depression. Olson
said, people should "allow themselves
to be weird tor a while" on vacation.

Dry Toast

sultasaleagues tested the colitis drug
!aline --- and several chemically similar
drugs, including Ph CI-68A.
They found that only Ph CL68A
was effective at preventing fertilization.
Sulfasalazine did not block fertilimlion, which leaves its rare ability to produce infertility unexplained. Koide said
Dr. Gerald Weissmann, director of
rheumatology at New York University,
noted that this side effect of sultasalazine
was very rare and reversible, and he said
that patients who require the drug for
treatment of colitis should not he frightened away froni it.
Segal also has been studying the
contraceptive properties 01 gossypol,
cottonseed extract that has been studied
extensively in China as a potential male
contraceptive.

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Experts say vacations
seldom cure the blues

PHOENIX. Ariz. (API
Back
from vacation and feeling blue? Can’t
sleep at night? Short-tempered? Can’t
seem to get going in the morning? Just
want to do nothing?
Chances are you have a case of
’post-vacation depression.’’
It’s not a bona fide mental illness.
And it’s not listed in the diagnostic manuals of the American Psychiatric Association or the American Psychological
Association. But psychologists claim
that the condition exists and that thousands of Americans returning from their
vacations suffer from it each year.
"I think it’s a pervasive problem."
said Michael Brad Bayless. a Phoenix
psychologist. "It affects all areas of society
The good news is that psychologists
say it doesn’t last very long
generally
one to three weeks. Psychologists say
most people can get out of the depression
by eating well, resting and exercising.
There are many theories about the
depression.
Stuart Litvak, a Phoenix psychologist-author, speculates that many people

the clams, known scientifically as
Spisula solidissima, the same variety
used to make clam chowder, are useful
for the study of fertilization because they
produce large quantities of sperm and
eggs and their sperm resemble human
sperm. Segal said.
The new drug. designated Ph
CLNIA. was discovered accidentally
when doctors noticed that a related drug
commonly used to treat colitis, an inflammation of the large intestine, produced rare occurrences of infertility in
men.
That attracted Sepal’s attention.
"We are constantly searching for a contraceptive for males." he said. "We
don’t feel the contraceptive burden
should fall exclusively on women."
This summer. Segal and his col -
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School Daze

Wanda Folk

I THOUGHT I’D NEVER GET
INTO THE DORMS/ 4NVTII/A/01
BETTER THAN WAITING IN LiNE
00 ON THAT COLD ASPHALT!

SOME? - ANOTHER
NEW DORMIE WANTS
To Renrr A ONEBATKONE BEDROotrl

un AYade
S a00A MONTH

TO LIVE n A
CUBICLEn

’

PARKING SPACE FOR
THE SEMESTER!

PARKING
The Real World

Manuel Ruiz

Peter Stein

America’s senior citizens are sleeping
Associated Press
on satin sheets and America’s babies, yuppies and starlets arc
sleeping on pure Egyptian cotton and the finest linen.
It’s all part of a fad for expensive linens that’s got the bed
linen industry thinking regally.
Soft, :nsuotis satin sheets, once the choice of honeymooners. have N. r catching on with the older set, said Marjorie Angerson sales promotion executive for Whisper Soft, a
satin sheet producer.

Thick Crust

Eric Kieninger

Although satin sheets account for only a small percentage
of the total national sheet sales, the market is growing. said
Robert Dzielak, marketing specialist with DuPont. producer of
polyester fiber used in satin sheets.
Dzielak said retail volume of satin sheets and comforters,
about $230 million in 1984, is projected to rise to $280 million
for 1986. The projection for 1988 is $370 million.
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Confirming the American taste for expensive European
sheet imports. Vittorio Mosca. president of Frette I.inens. an
Italian Firm headquartered in Milan. said his company has
begun selling its products through American department stores.
Frette specializes in Egyptian cotton sheets with a thread
count of 290 to 300 threads per square inch. (The standard is
180 to 200 threads per square inch in American sheets.) A set
for a queen size bed may range in price from WO to $700. In
comparison, a top price of $200 per set would be typical on
first quality American sheets.

HE ?CMS 1-11MSELF
A cup OF coPPeE
AND FALL-S ASLEEP
SwoRE,

It’s a little known fact that Einstein often
found inspiration in the clouds.

Classified
so MUSTANG Aqua sedan,

VS, auto-

matic, tint. mint, WWI student
Car.112950 test offer. 734-9110

FOR SALE
FUTONS... Cluallty cotton products
Creeke your own living a sleeping
apace with our futons. pillows
and frames Custom Futons It Pil.
Iowa Plua, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (et Saratoga a Campbell
Ave. I. San Jo.. 375-5646 10%

commission Shifts 9.11-1PM or
4 JOPM-8 30.4. Mon ’Fri
plus
Set Call today (408)983-1801

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, se
cure and safe roorna FREE utilities and housekeeping service
Reasonable rete-shared or singis evallab. Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST. 999-0234

discount on Futons with this ed

PERSONAL

I SELL ONLY ONE model and size
(23") of bike, but you can own a
new 12 -speed for Wes than 685
MHC Bicycle Sales offors low
cost transportation needs for the

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped

student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Call Days 942.7736
Eves 293-4780 Ask tor Joe

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION.. Shabbal dinners, p.n..

man
2300

PART TIME work?
Togo al 900 N First Sr is hiring
for day time positions Please call
2974570 or inquire within
FOR

RECREATION JOBS Gym and weight
intramural
attendant
room
Lead Official
Sports Director
Football. Soccer Volleyball B
end Weterpolo Retie.
Apply by 8 29 86 to A S Leisure
Services nest to rho Pub 277-

dancing, holiday celebrations
For information call Hill& of 2949311
NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 16 .
men and women Confidental, low
rat. Send SASE to NOGG. PG
Roe 211761-K, San Jose, Ca
95159

SERVICES

kelball

2950
TEACHER. PRE-SCHOOL hill time 6
unite ECE required Now Civic
Center Pays SS 0046 00 hr 29601.3
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking fora few
outspoken people to sell air lima
good
This position requires
voice end strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Omen or 3713800
Sell

SALES -part time
subscriptions to the Mercury -

TELEPHONE

Please call Brien at 244’

Sunday brunches lectures. Tuesday Lunch end Learn," Israeli

HELP WANTED
LOOKING

pers. resumes business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen area Call 1104 st 267.6234

News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus

AUTOMOTIVE

EE s IE

IS THAT DESIGN prowct

due & you have no resources frir
ideas or what to build, SHP Elec.
offering
Ironic l committed to
low cost electronic (component)
computer information needs for
It atudent Call Daye 942.7736,
Eves 293-47/10 ask for Joe
IS THAT DESIGN proud
EE’s 1E4
due A you have no resources for
Ideas or with to build, Sig Electronics is committed to offering
low over electronic (component)
computer information needs tor
the student Call Days 942 7736
Eves 293-118005k for Joe

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of immigration and natu
ruination law
Office located
within 10 minute. from campus
Call Robert Ng at 1408) 2894400

TERESA
HILL SANTA
BLOSSOM
AREA Fast, accurate typing nd
word processing available noon
cleys a week Limited pick-up
delivery 365-1012

HAIR REMOVAL for
men end women Special rate with
faculty or student ID Private
confide...I Weekdays. evenings

Turabian APA 3rd ed I sore..
plays resumes cover & follow-up

letters manuscripts (books sr11cles short stories) transcription
Free SPELCHEK minor edit (II requested). proof, disc storage Stu.
Quick
dent faculty
discounts
turnaround 246-5825
NEED

THAT

FORGOTTEN

PAPER

typed fast, Let me help! Tenn papers, letters and reports done fast
and professionally Reasonable
rates

Call

Marcie

al

leave rnes.ge or 926-1274 before
10 pm
PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business sore
rear Lire Ices Fast ramwonsble.
versify Call 14081 397-404,
REPORT PAPERS Word
THESES
processing **etre attention to
detail $t pg for students, S3 pg
for professionals Resumes am

2944347

11

Save your work on the IBM PC to

WI*. use Grammar punctuation.
8 spelling checked printed - in
publications quality
Erickson
Word Processing 372.5293

ZEE s TYPING and Secrittatlel Sem,
ices Fast accurate work oven
able seven days
week Located
in the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
area Limited pick-up and dell,
tory Call 385-1012

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces tor each line)

Ad Rates

734-3115

Minimum three lines on ono day

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. burl do.
Theses. dissertaliona reports
Eight page minimum. 111 months
free disk storage On-line word
processing, ask for Joye et 264 Ion
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Esperlenced. professional word pro.
ceasing
papers,
theses,
rewanes. office overflow mailings
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.
Wes from campus Words nd
more (Pamela) 923-7910

Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435 $4.75
4 Lines $435 $5.15 $555
5 Lines $5 15 96.00 $6.35
6 Lines $5 95 $6.80 $7 15
Each Additional Line Add 5.80

Tony

296-2097

Thanks
PROFESSIONAL
AND
word proword processing P J
cessing offers quality parentsad
woru at competitive rates Experienced in thesis, term pspers.

ACADEMIC

group projects, resumes. menu scripts & letters Local. in North
San Jo., only minutes from cam-

Four
Days
$5.00
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
Si 05
$1 20
$1 35
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Zip

Enclosed is $_

Automotive
’Travel
Stereo

I

Address

Phone 277-3175

I Circle a Classification.
Announcements
I

_I

I

I

i

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10.14 Lines $6300
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $80 00

ACCURATE.
ACABSOLUTELY
COUNTABLE for telephone,* that
toots typing that’s tops try
Tony -296-2097 SI 50 per page
double spaced All work quer.
Trust

theses & dissertations (Campbell,

EDITING WORD PROCESSING 2.5448 Emphasis on correct punc
’tuition sentence structure. end

Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly
sls Center, Koll Buslnins Park et
Hwy 101 A N Fairosk Ave 14081

ante.

9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.

loran appointment
PERMANENT

formatting (Turabian APS erici
Former English rn po t highly de
pendabla Willow Glen Aren easy
to locate
Call
Mrs
Morton
Marshal horn RAM-8PM al 266-

Help Wanted

Personals

Housing
For Sale

Services
Lost 8 Found

Typing

Computers

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

ires

_Days

Classified Dealt Located Oolifde 0EI14206
flows: 910 &M. to 310 P.M
Deadline: Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

pu Coll P J at 923-2309
BECK

SECRETARIAL

Student

pa

se

August .2

I ’.1

19h() Spattatt 1),tw,

EXTRA
For Only $595

Fl
r

More Hardware,
Less Money!
2 double density disk drives
64K memory
80 CPS dot matrix printer
80 character x 25 line amber screen
300 Baud modem
4 expansion ports (2 qp RS 232, 1 @
parallel, 1 @ IEEE 488)

All this in one transportable box
It even has a 30 day money back guarantee’

More Software,
No More Money
CP/M 2.2 operating system
C Basic and M Basic
Perfect Writer word processor
Perfect Speller spelling checker
Perfect Calc spread sheet
Perfect Filer
P Font
Telecommunications program

VISA

160 B Great Oaks Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95119

MasterCard

Phone toll free
out of CA 800-222-5401
in CA
800-222-5403
right now to order your Actrix.

C1111PUS
ItIEE
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Its wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks
With !mai Checking
ThemS no minimum balance requirement. Or per-check
charge. And weve made it easy to qualify for a SIM line of
credit. (So you can start establi.shing your own credit history
Vuil sun you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And well store your checks for you, too.
of course. if you need money quick. you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller. the

’Easy Money Machine‘."- 1111 keep you in cash 2,4 hours a day,
3bi days a year
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 24. Or come to our nearby branch,
(216 South First Street, 298-1300 ),
A member of
M
Ss hnerICNII AlehrorMIN
and open your Intelli-Checking
account And join in the free
SEAFIA
ATM lowed acmss the street from
the Student I ni( HI.

F174E;

-- - - -- -

BANK

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most

SEARSSAVINGSBANK

NEW ACCOUNTStudent w/ATM Card Access

NEW ACCOUNT WORKSHEET

LI Cash
fl Check

Initial Deposit $

ACCOUNT HOLDER NAME

STUDENT ADDRESS (Mae at school)

RESIDENCE PHONE

CALIFORNIA DRIVERS LTC NO

TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION

BIRTH DATE

BIRTH PLACE

MOTHER’S MAIDEN NAME

PARENT PHONE

PARENT NAME

NO ISSal

PARENT ADDRESS

A. I wish to apply for Overdraft Protection
B. I wish to apply for Payroll Direct Deposit

Li Yes
fl Yes

No
El No

C. "Under penalties of perjury I certify that the number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer
identification number and that I am not subject to backup withholding either because I have
not been notified that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all
interest or dividends or the Internal Revenue Service has notified me that I am no longer subject
to backup withholding:’
Date

Signature

Clear Code

Telecheck by

OFFICE USE ONLY
A. Checking Account No.
Account Type

n TruncatedService ChargeCode 11 + Misc Code 74
fl Non-TruncatedService ChargeCode 10

B. Savings Account No.
Account Type

Int. Rate

Maturity Date

C. Enter Source of Funds Code 0666
PLEASE TAKE YOUR COMPLETED APPLICATION FORM TO THE SEARS SAVINGS BANK BRANCH OFFICE.
285 SOUTH FIRST STREET AT WEST SAN CARLOS ST. OR CAMPUS BOOTH TO OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT

A membet

Sears Financial

SEARS

&Aid(

